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Many educators, politicians, and parentsMany educators, politicians, and parents

believe the instruction of mathematics inbelieve the instruction of mathematics in

the United States is in crisis mode, and hasthe United States is in crisis mode, and has

been for some time. Indeed, recent testbeen for some time. Indeed, recent test

results show that American 15-year-oldsresults show that American 15-year-olds

were outperformed by 29 other countrieswere outperformed by 29 other countries

on math testing scores.on math testing scores.11 To help counter To help counter

this crisis, this crisis, educational, civic, and businesseducational, civic, and business

leaders worked together to develop theleaders worked together to develop the

Common Core State Standards (CCSS). The goal of Common Core is to establishCommon Core State Standards (CCSS). The goal of Common Core is to establish

consistent, nationwconsistent, nationwide guidelines of what children should ide guidelines of what children should be learning each schoolbe learning each school

year, from kindergarten all the way through high school, in English and math.year, from kindergarten all the way through high school, in English and math.

Though CCSS sets forth these criteria, states and school districts are tasked withThough CCSS sets forth these criteria, states and school districts are tasked with

developing curricula to meet the standards.developing curricula to meet the standards.

The 2014-15 school year will be important for Common Core as the standardsThe 2014-15 school year will be important for Common Core as the standards

are fully implemented in many remaining states of the 43 (and the District ofare fully implemented in many remaining states of the 43 (and the District of
Columbia) that have embraced their adoption. CCSS has its advocates as well asColumbia) that have embraced their adoption. CCSS has its advocates as well as

its critics, and the debate on its merits has become more pronounced in recentits critics, and the debate on its merits has become more pronounced in recent

months. Irrespective of the political differences with Common Core, its conceptsmonths. Irrespective of the political differences with Common Core, its concepts

are critical for students because the standards help with understanding theare critical for students because the standards help with understanding the

foundational principles of how math works. This guide steers clear of most of thefoundational principles of how math works. This guide steers clear of most of the

controversy surrounding CCSS and primarily focuses upon the math your first-controversy surrounding CCSS and primarily focuses upon the math your first-

grader will encounter.grader will encounter.

11U.S. Students Slide in Global Ranking on Math, Reading, Science; NPR.org; Dec. 13, 2013U.S. Students Slide in Global Ranking on Math, Reading, Science; NPR.org; Dec. 13, 2013 33
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many state standards, which mandatemany state standards, which mandate

a “mile-wide, inch-deep” curriculuma “mile-wide, inch-deep” curriculum

in which children are being taughtin which children are being taught

so much in a relatively short spanso much in a relatively short span

of time that they aren’t effectivelyof time that they aren’t effectively

becoming proficient in the conceptsbecoming proficient in the concepts

they truly need to succeed at the nextthey truly need to succeed at the next

level. Hence, CCSS works to establishlevel. Hence, CCSS works to establish

an incredibly thorough foundation notan incredibly thorough foundation not

only for the math concepts in futureonly for the math concepts in future

grades, but also toward practicalgrades, but also toward practical

application for a lifetime.application for a lifetime.

For first grade, Common Core’s focusFor first grade, Common Core’s focus

is on is on addition and subtraction—addition and subtraction—

the basic math facts they will usethe basic math facts they will use

throughout their education andthroughout their education and

beyond—as well as learning how tobeyond—as well as learning how to

measure without necessarily using ameasure without necessarily using a

ruler, and how to understand shapes.ruler, and how to understand shapes.

Ultimately, this focus will enableUltimately, this focus will enable

children to develop rigor in real-children to develop rigor in real-

life situations by developing a baselife situations by developing a base

of conceptual understanding andof conceptual understanding and

procedural fluency.procedural fluency.

CCSS ReviewCCSS Review

A stated objective of Common Core isA stated objective of Common Core is

to standardize academic guidelinesto standardize academic guidelines

nationwide. In other words, whatnationwide. In other words, what

first-graders are learning in mathfirst-graders are learning in math

in one state should be the same asin one state should be the same as

what students of the same age arewhat students of the same age are

learning in another state. The curriculalearning in another state. The curricula

may vary between these two states,may vary between these two states,

but the general concepts behindbut the general concepts behind

them are similar. This approach isthem are similar. This approach is

intended to replace wildly differingintended to replace wildly differing

guidelines among different states, thusguidelines among different states, thus

eliminating (in theory) inconsistenteliminating (in theory) inconsistent

test scores and other metrics thattest scores and other metrics that

gauge student success.gauge student success.

An increased focus on math wouldAn increased focus on math would

seem to include seem to include a wider variety ofa wider variety of

topics and concepts being taughttopics and concepts being taught

at every grade level, including firstat every grade level, including first

grade. Howevergrade. However, CCSS actually , CCSS actually callscalls

for fewer topics at each grade level.for fewer topics at each grade level.

The Common Core approach (whichThe Common Core approach (which

is clearly influenced by so-calledis clearly influenced by so-called

“Singapore Math”—an educational“Singapore Math”—an educational

initiative that promotes masteryinitiative that promotes mastery

instead of memorization) goes againstinstead of memorization) goes against
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Critical Areas of FocusCritical Areas of Focus

First-graders likely will be encountering much more math than in the previousFirst-graders likely will be encountering much more math than in the previous

school year (especially at school year (especially at schools without full-day kindergarten). Theschools without full-day kindergarten). The
extra time will be put to good use as students work toward mastering basicextra time will be put to good use as students work toward mastering basic

addition and subtraction skills and developing a better understanding on howaddition and subtraction skills and developing a better understanding on how

numbers work. Here are the four critical areas that Common Core brings tonumbers work. Here are the four critical areas that Common Core brings to

first-grade math:first-grade math:

55

Addition and SubtractionAddition and Subtraction

Students will use a variety ofStudents will use a variety of

methods and strategies to gain amethods and strategies to gain a

full comprehension of the conceptsfull comprehension of the concepts

behind addition and subtraction.behind addition and subtraction.

Approaches include length-basedApproaches include length-based

models (e.g. stringing cubes togethermodels (e.g. stringing cubes together

to form lengths), counting to add orto form lengths), counting to add or

subtract (e.g., 5 + 3 = 8 is the same assubtract (e.g., 5 + 3 = 8 is the same as

counting 3 past 5), and making tenscounting 3 past 5), and making tens

(e.g., with 8 + 7, count 2 more from(e.g., with 8 + 7, count 2 more from

8 to get 10, and 2 fewer than 7 to8 to get 10, and 2 fewer than 7 to
get 5, then just add 10 + 5 to get theget 5, then just add 10 + 5 to get the

answer). Ultimately, the goal for kidsanswer). Ultimately, the goal for kids

is to become proficient with additionis to become proficient with addition

and subtraction within 20.and subtraction within 20.

Place ValuePlace Value

The concept of two-digit numbersThe concept of two-digit numbers

as a certain amount of tens andas a certain amount of tens and

ones is introduced and emphasizedones is introduced and emphasized

(because understanding place value(because understanding place value

Linear MeasurementLinear Measurement

now will ease the transition to three-now will ease the transition to three-

and four-digit numbers, and beyond,and four-digit numbers, and beyond,

in future grades). Students will learnin future grades). Students will learn

to add within 100 and subtract byto add within 100 and subtract by

multiples of 10.multiples of 10.

Students will learn the meaning andStudents will learn the meaning and

processes behind measurement, andprocesses behind measurement, and

they will be taught iteration (mentallythey will be taught iteration (mentally

building the length of an object usingbuilding the length of an object using

equal-size units) and how to compareequal-size units) and how to compare

the measurements of objects.the measurements of objects.

ShapesShapes

First-graders will work with shapesFirst-graders will work with shapes

to understand their relationships. Forto understand their relationships. For

example, students will learn that twoexample, students will learn that two

triangles can be placed together totriangles can be placed together to

form a quadrilateral. Concepts suchform a quadrilateral. Concepts such

as congruence and symmetry are firstas congruence and symmetry are first
introduced.introduced.
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Overview of TopicsOverview of Topics

From the four critical areas of focus discussed in the previous section, CommonFrom the four critical areas of focus discussed in the previous section, Common

Core also further clarifies the skills first-graders should know by the end of theCore also further clarifies the skills first-graders should know by the end of the

school year. For example, the fluency requirement at this level is adding andschool year. For example, the fluency requirement at this level is adding and

subtracting within 10. The four topics presented here, taken directly from CCSSsubtracting within 10. The four topics presented here, taken directly from CCSS

itself,itself,22 include some specifics on  include some specifics on what kids will be taught in Grade 1.what kids will be taught in Grade 1.

• • Represent Represent and and solve solve problems problems involving involving addition and addition and subtraction.subtraction.

Equations with answers within 20 are emphasized, with strategies includingEquations with answers within 20 are emphasized, with strategies including

adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing.adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing.

Students will also solve word problems by applying these skills.Students will also solve word problems by applying these skills.

• • Understand and Understand and apply apply properties properties of of operations and operations and the the relationshiprelationship

between addition and subtraction.between addition and subtraction. The commutative property of addition The commutative property of addition

(5 + 9 is the same as 9 + 5) and associative property of addition (3 + 5 + 7(5 + 9 is the same as 9 + 5) and associative property of addition (3 + 5 + 7

is the same as adding 3 + 7 to get 10, then adding 10 + 5) are explained. Onis the same as adding 3 + 7 to get 10, then adding 10 + 5) are explained. On

the subtraction side, students will learn the answer to 9 - 5 is the same asthe subtraction side, students will learn the answer to 9 - 5 is the same as

adding that number to 5 to get 9.adding that number to 5 to get 9.

• • Add Add and and subtract subtract within within 20.20. This is simply This is simply more emphasis on basicmore emphasis on basic

arithmetic facts with answers of less than 20. Students will understand thearithmetic facts with answers of less than 20. Students will understand the

relationship between counting and addition/subtraction, as well as learn torelationship between counting and addition/subtraction, as well as learn to

use strategies to help them add (for example, arriving at an easier equationuse strategies to help them add (for example, arriving at an easier equation

to solve a problem such as turnto solve a problem such as turning 4 + 6 into 4 + ing 4 + 6 into 4 + 4 + 2).4 + 2).

• • Work Work with with addition addition and and subtraction subtraction equations.equations. Students will learn aboutStudents will learn about

the equals sign and apply that knowledge to true/false questions (e.g., truethe equals sign and apply that knowledge to true/false questions (e.g., true

or false: 3 + 6 = 6 + 3). Also, first-graders will solve problems in which,or false: 3 + 6 = 6 + 3). Also, first-graders will solve problems in which,
a part of an equation will be unknown, such as in 2 +__=4 (solve for thea part of an equation will be unknown, such as in 2 +__=4 (solve for the

blank).blank).

22Grade 4: Introduction, Common Core State Standards InitiativeGrade 4: Introduction, Common Core State Standards Initiative

Operations and Algebraic ThinkingOperations and Algebraic Thinking
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• • Extend Extend the the counting counting sequence.sequence. Students Students
will learn to count, read, and writewill learn to count, read, and write

numbers up to 120.numbers up to 120.

• • Understand Understand place place value.value. As already As already

mentioned, students will apply placementioned, students will apply place

value principles for years to come, allvalue principles for years to come, all

the way through high school. In firstthe way through high school. In first

grade, they will learn:grade, they will learn:

• • A A two-digit two-digit number number represents represents aa

certain number of tens and a certaincertain number of tens and a certain

number of ones (for example, 47 is 4number of ones (for example, 47 is 4

tens and 7 ones).tens and 7 ones).

• • TTen en can can be be thought of thought of as as a a bundle ofbundle of

10 ones.10 ones.

• • Numbers Numbers between between 11 11 and and 19 19 areare

simply a ten plus an simply a ten plus an amount of ones.amount of ones.

• • MultipleMultiples s of of 10 10 up up to to 90 90 are are the the samesame

as a single-digit amount of tens (e.g.,as a single-digit amount of tens (e.g.,

70 is the same as 7 tens and 0 ones).70 is the same as 7 tens and 0 ones).

• • How How to to compare compare 2 2 two-digit two-digit numbersnumbers

based on what they have learnedbased on what they have learned

about place value.about place value.

• • Use Use place place value value understanding understanding andand
properties to add and subtract.properties to add and subtract. WhileWhile

Number Operations in Base 10Number Operations in Base 10
learning how to add a two-digitlearning how to add a two-digit

number to a one-digit numbernumber to a one-digit number

or 10, students will come to anor 10, students will come to an
understanding that they will addunderstanding that they will add

tens and tens together, then onestens and tens together, then ones

and ones, and sometimes have toand ones, and sometimes have to

compose a new ten to reach thecompose a new ten to reach the

answer (e.g., 36 + 42 = 30 + 40 =answer (e.g., 36 + 42 = 30 + 40 =

70, 6 + 2 = 8. First-graders will also70, 6 + 2 = 8. First-graders will also

be taught how to mentally add 10be taught how to mentally add 10

to a two-digit number and how toto a two-digit number and how to

subtract multiples of 10 (within 90;subtract multiples of 10 (within 90;

e.g., 40 - 20 = 20).e.g., 40 - 20 = 20).
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• • Measure Measure lengths lengths directly directly and and byby

iterating length units.iterating length units. Students will Students will

order three objects by length andorder three objects by length and

indirectly compare the length ofindirectly compare the length of

two objects by using the third. Also,two objects by using the third. Also,

first-graders will express the lengthfirst-graders will express the length

of an object in units by using copiesof an object in units by using copies

of a shorter object (for example, byof a shorter object (for example, by

measuring a long Lego block withmeasuring a long Lego block with
smaller, equal-sized Legos).smaller, equal-sized Legos).

• • TTell ell and and write write time.time. Students will tellStudents will tell

and write time, on analog and digitaland write time, on analog and digital

clocks, down to the half-hour.clocks, down to the half-hour.

• • Represent Represent and and interpret interpret data.data.  

First-graders will be taught to askFirst-graders will be taught to ask

and answer questions on the totaland answer questions on the total

number of data points, how manynumber of data points, how many
of something are in a category, andof something are in a category, and

how many more or less are in onehow many more or less are in one

category than another.category than another.

MMeeaassuurreemmeennt  t  aannd  d  DDaattaa GGeeoommeettrryy

• • Reason Reason with with shapes shapes and and theirtheir

attributes.attributes.  The difference between The difference between

defining attributes (a square hasdefining attributes (a square has

four sides) versus a non-definingfour sides) versus a non-defining

attribute (that square is blue!)attribute (that square is blue!)

will be taught. Students will alsowill be taught. Students will also

compose two-dimensional andcompose two-dimensional and

three-dimensional shapes andthree-dimensional shapes and

partition circles and rectanglespartition circles and rectangles
into two or four equal shares,into two or four equal shares,

learning the terms halves, fourthslearning the terms halves, fourths

and quarters along the way.and quarters along the way.
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The Truth About CCSS and PerformanceThe Truth About CCSS and Performance

Common Core aims to improve educational performance and standardizeCommon Core aims to improve educational performance and standardize

what students should learn at every grade in preparation for a lifetime ofwhat students should learn at every grade in preparation for a lifetime of

application, but it does not set curricula, nor does it direct how teachersapplication, but it does not set curricula, nor does it direct how teachers

should teach. As with any educational reform, some teachers, schools, andshould teach. As with any educational reform, some teachers, schools, and

school districts will struggle with CCSS, some will seamlessly adapt, and someschool districts will struggle with CCSS, some will seamlessly adapt, and some

will thrive. As a parent, your responsibility is to monitor what your first-graderwill thrive. As a parent, your responsibility is to monitor what your first-grader

is learning, discover what is working or isn’t working for your child, and tois learning, discover what is working or isn’t working for your child, and to

communicate with his or her teacher—and to accept that your children’s mathcommunicate with his or her teacher—and to accept that your children’s math

instruction does differ from what you learned when you were younger, or eveninstruction does differ from what you learned when you were younger, or even

what they might have learned last year. The transition can be a little dauntingwhat they might have learned last year. The transition can be a little daunting
for parent and student alike, but that’s not a product of the standard itself.for parent and student alike, but that’s not a product of the standard itself.

Common Core simply takes a new, more pointed approach to improving theCommon Core simply takes a new, more pointed approach to improving the

quality of math instruction in this country.quality of math instruction in this country.

99

The BenefitsThe Benefits

As previously mentioned, CCSSAs previously mentioned, CCSS

decreases the number of topicsdecreases the number of topics

students learn at each grade. However,students learn at each grade. However,

the remaining topics are covered sothe remaining topics are covered so

extensively that the chances a childextensively that the chances a child

will master the corresponding skillswill master the corresponding skills

increase. An analogy to this approachincrease. An analogy to this approach

is comparing two restaurants. Oneis comparing two restaurants. One

restaurant has a varied menu withrestaurant has a varied menu with

dozens of items; the other only servesdozens of items; the other only serves

hamburgers, fries, and milk shakes. Thehamburgers, fries, and milk shakes. The
quality of the food at the first restaurantquality of the food at the first restaurant

may vary upon the cooks’ experience,may vary upon the cooks’ experience,

the multitude of ingredients requiredthe multitude of ingredients required

for so many offerings, and thefor so many offerings, and the

efficiency (or lack thereof) of the staff.efficiency (or lack thereof) of the staff.

Because the second restaurant onlyBecause the second restaurant only

serves three items, mastering thoseserves three items, mastering those

three items efficiently should resultthree items efficiently should result

in an excellent customer experience.in an excellent customer experience.

That’s not to say the first restaurantThat’s not to say the first restaurant

won’t succeed (because many do), butwon’t succeed (because many do), but

there’s always a chance that somethingthere’s always a chance that something

on the menu won’t live up to theon the menu won’t live up to the
business’s own expectations.business’s own expectations.
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By reducing the number of mathBy reducing the number of math

topics taught, Common Core helpstopics taught, Common Core helps

ensure students are truly ready forensure students are truly ready for

what comes next. Given the attentionwhat comes next. Given the attention

given to the included concepts, moregiven to the included concepts, more

practical applications and alternatepractical applications and alternate

operations of the math can beoperations of the math can be

explored.explored.

Coinciding with the reduction of topicsCoinciding with the reduction of topics

is an emphasis on vigor—achieving ais an emphasis on vigor—achieving a

“deep command” of the math being“deep command” of the math being
taught. Students will be challengedtaught. Students will be challenged

to understand the concepts behindto understand the concepts behind

mathematical operations rather thanmathematical operations rather than

 ju just st resresorortiting ng to to rorote te mememomoririzazatitionon

and processes to get a right answer.and processes to get a right answer.

Speed and accuracy are still important;Speed and accuracy are still important;

kids won’t be getting away that easilykids won’t be getting away that easily

from flash cards and quizzes thatfrom flash cards and quizzes that

increase fluency. Moreover, Commonincrease fluency. Moreover, Common

Core places even additional emphasisCore places even additional emphasis

on practical application—after all, theon practical application—after all, the

math kids learn now will be importantmath kids learn now will be important

when they become adults, even ifwhen they become adults, even if

they never have to think about primethey never have to think about prime

numbers or symmetrical lines in numbers or symmetrical lines in theirtheir

day-to-day lives.day-to-day lives.

Finally, CCSS links standards fromFinally, CCSS links standards from

grade to grade so that the skillsgrade to grade so that the skills

learned at one level translate intolearned at one level translate into

the tools they need to learn at thethe tools they need to learn at the

next level. This coherence wouldnext level. This coherence would

seem an obvious educationalseem an obvious educational

approach, but often, there is noapproach, but often, there is no

link—students are taught a skill inlink—students are taught a skill in

first grade that might not be usedfirst grade that might not be used

(and might have to be re-taught) until(and might have to be re-taught) until

third Each new concept in Commonthird Each new concept in Common

Core is an extension of a previous,Core is an extension of a previous,

already learned concept.already learned concept.
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33Standards for Mathematical Practice, Common Core State Standards InitiativeStandards for Mathematical Practice, Common Core State Standards Initiative

In addition to the grade-specific standards it sets forth, Common Core alsoIn addition to the grade-specific standards it sets forth, Common Core also

emphasizes eight “Standards of Mathematical Practice” that teachers at allemphasizes eight “Standards of Mathematical Practice” that teachers at all
levels are encouraged to develop in their students.levels are encouraged to develop in their students.33 These eight practices, These eight practices,

designed to improve student performance, are described here, with addeddesigned to improve student performance, are described here, with added

information on how they apply to first-graders.information on how they apply to first-graders.

Make sense of problems and persevere in solving themMake sense of problems and persevere in solving them

Students explain the problem to themselves and determine ways theyStudents explain the problem to themselves and determine ways they

can reach a solution. Then, they work at the problem until it’s solved. Thiscan reach a solution. Then, they work at the problem until it’s solved. This

CCSS math practice encourages students to take their time to read and tryCCSS math practice encourages students to take their time to read and try

understanding the problem, emphasizing that the process is ultimatelyunderstanding the problem, emphasizing that the process is ultimately

important even if it doesn’t result in a correct answer. This initiative isimportant even if it doesn’t result in a correct answer. This initiative is

particularly crucial for first-graders, who are just learning to read and mightparticularly crucial for first-graders, who are just learning to read and might

naturally proceed slower while trying to solve a word problem. Students thisnaturally proceed slower while trying to solve a word problem. Students this

age will also be encouraged to use pictures or objects to better visualize theage will also be encouraged to use pictures or objects to better visualize the

problem and solution.problem and solution.

Reason abstractly and quantitativelyReason abstractly and quantitatively

Students decontextualize andStudents decontextualize and
contextualize problems. Bycontextualize problems. By

decontextualizing, they break down thedecontextualizing, they break down the

problem into anything other than theproblem into anything other than the

standard operation. By contextualizing,standard operation. By contextualizing,

they apply math into problems thatthey apply math into problems that

seemingly have none. For example,seemingly have none. For example,

first-graders may decontextualize anfirst-graders may decontextualize an

addition problem by using their fingers to arrive at an answer. Children thisaddition problem by using their fingers to arrive at an answer. Children this

age who are contextualizing may see a picture with eight objects andage who are contextualizing may see a picture with eight objects and

visually break the image into two groups of 4 and 4 of the object.visually break the image into two groups of 4 and 4 of the object.

Math Practices to Help Improve PerformanceMath Practices to Help Improve Performance
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Construct viable arguments andConstruct viable arguments and

critique the reasoning of otherscritique the reasoning of others

Students use their acquired mathStudents use their acquired math

knowledge and previous results toknowledge and previous results to

explain or critique their work orexplain or critique their work or

the work of others. First-gradersthe work of others. First-graders

might still be learning to read andmight still be learning to read and

write well, but they do know how towrite well, but they do know how to

express themselves and may jumpexpress themselves and may jump

at the chance to answer a questionat the chance to answer a question

out loud. Besides boosting their confidence, the ability to explain the mathout loud. Besides boosting their confidence, the ability to explain the math

will increase their ability to excel at it.will increase their ability to excel at it.

Model with mathematicsModel with mathematics

This is just like it sounds: Students use math to solve real-world problems.This is just like it sounds: Students use math to solve real-world problems.

First-graders can be challenged to take the math skills they have learned intoFirst-graders can be challenged to take the math skills they have learned into

their own lives. For example, a child trying to count his toy Hot Wheels carstheir own lives. For example, a child trying to count his toy Hot Wheels cars

may group them by tens to more easily arrive at an answer.may group them by tens to more easily arrive at an answer.

Use appropriate tools strategicallyUse appropriate tools strategically

Another self-explanatory practice: Students learn and determine which toolsAnother self-explanatory practice: Students learn and determine which tools

are best for the math problem at hand. In first-grade, children will be taughtare best for the math problem at hand. In first-grade, children will be taught

so much arithmetic that knowing and using the appropriate symbols andso much arithmetic that knowing and using the appropriate symbols and

signs (e.g., plus sign, minus sign, equals sign, and so signs (e.g., plus sign, minus sign, equals sign, and so on) is vital.on) is vital.
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Attend to precisionAttend to precision

Students strive to be exact and meticulous—period. As the focus in firstStudents strive to be exact and meticulous—period. As the focus in first

grade turns toward mastering basic math facts, arriving at correct answersgrade turns toward mastering basic math facts, arriving at correct answers

by any way possible takes on added importance. Furthermore, if a studentby any way possible takes on added importance. Furthermore, if a student

can’t come up with the right answer on a more complex problem, he shouldcan’t come up with the right answer on a more complex problem, he should

be taking steps to figure out how to solve (e.g. recognize place value: ones,be taking steps to figure out how to solve (e.g. recognize place value: ones,

tens, hundreds) or should ask for help.tens, hundreds) or should ask for help.

Look for and make use of structureLook for and make use of structure

Students will look for patterns and structures within math and applyStudents will look for patterns and structures within math and apply

these discoveries to subsequent problems. For example, first-graders whothese discoveries to subsequent problems. For example, first-graders who

understand the bundling of tens might use that knowledge to easily add 11understand the bundling of tens might use that knowledge to easily add 11

to something (just add 1 to something (just add 1 to the tens place and 1 to to the tens place and 1 to the ones place).the ones place).

Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoningLook for and express regularity in repeated reasoning

Students come to realizations—“a-ha” moments is a good term for theseStudents come to realizations—“a-ha” moments is a good term for these

realizations—about the math operations that they are performing and userealizations—about the math operations that they are performing and use

this knowledge in subsequentthis knowledge in subsequent

problems. For example, a first-problems. For example, a first-

grader might realize that addinggrader might realize that adding

2 to an even number results in2 to an even number results in

another even number, then useanother even number, then use

that knowledge to help developthat knowledge to help develop

her addition skills.her addition skills.
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How to Help Your Children SucceedHow to Help Your Children SucceedBeyond CCSSBeyond CCSS

Some of parents’ trepidation with Common Core isn’t so much with the guidelinesSome of parents’ trepidation with Common Core isn’t so much with the guidelines

themselves, but with the testing now aligned with CCSS via local math curricula.themselves, but with the testing now aligned with CCSS via local math curricula.

Standardized testing was stressful for students and parents before; with theStandardized testing was stressful for students and parents before; with the

ongoing Common Core implementation, many families simply don’t know what toongoing Common Core implementation, many families simply don’t know what to

expect.expect.

Fortunately, CCSS does not have to be that stressful, for you or your first-grader.Fortunately, CCSS does not have to be that stressful, for you or your first-grader.

Here are some tips to help your children succeed with Common Core math:Here are some tips to help your children succeed with Common Core math:

If Common Core concerns you, intriguesIf Common Core concerns you, intrigues

you, or confuses you, don’t hesitate toyou, or confuses you, don’t hesitate to

learn as much about it—in your child’slearn as much about it—in your child’s

classroom, at your kids’ school, andclassroom, at your kids’ school, and

on a national level. Talk with teachers,on a national level. Talk with teachers,

principals, and other parents. Seekprincipals, and other parents. Seek

advice on how you can help your kids,advice on how you can help your kids,

and yourself, navigate CCSS math.and yourself, navigate CCSS math.

If you want to take further action,If you want to take further action,

become involved with PTA or otherbecome involved with PTA or other

organizations and committees thatorganizations and committees that

deal with your school’s curriculum. Thedeal with your school’s curriculum. The

more you know, the more, ultimately,more you know, the more, ultimately,
you can help your child.you can help your child.

A basic tenet of Common Core is toA basic tenet of Common Core is to

apply math principles to real-worldapply math principles to real-world

situations. Why not start now? Givesituations. Why not start now? Give

your child math problems whenyour child math problems when

you are out and about—the store,you are out and about—the store,

in traffic, the park, and so on. Forin traffic, the park, and so on. For

example, if your first-grader playsexample, if your first-grader plays

soccer, have her separately countsoccer, have her separately count

the players on your team and on thethe players on your team and on the

other team and tell you how manyother team and tell you how many

kids there are total.kids there are total.

1414
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Take time to learn what they are learningTake time to learn what they are learning Seek more help if necessarySeek more help if necessary

Encourage them to show their workEncourage them to show their work

You might look at a worksheetYou might look at a worksheet

your child brings home and think,your child brings home and think,
“This isn’t the math I’m used to.”“This isn’t the math I’m used to.”

Because Common Core emphasizesBecause Common Core emphasizes

understanding the process of arrivingunderstanding the process of arriving

at an answer, your child may be taughtat an answer, your child may be taught

additional ways to fry a mathematicaladditional ways to fry a mathematical

egg, so to speak. Instead of shunningegg, so to speak. Instead of shunning

these approaches, learn them forthese approaches, learn them for

yourself. Once you comprehend theseyourself. Once you comprehend these

additional methods, you will be betteradditional methods, you will be better

able to help your child comprehendable to help your child comprehend

them as well.them as well.

This suggestion can be read two ways.This suggestion can be read two ways.

First, students will be encouraged toFirst, students will be encouraged to

show how they show how they arrived at aarrived at an answer,n answer,

especially within Common Core.especially within Common Core.

Second, ask your children to showSecond, ask your children to show

you their homework, particularly theyou their homework, particularly the

challenging stuff. Explaining howchallenging stuff. Explaining how

a problem is solved is a basic CCSSa problem is solved is a basic CCSS

tenet, so if your kids can be confidenttenet, so if your kids can be confident

in explaining their work to you, theyin explaining their work to you, they

will carry that confidence into thewill carry that confidence into the

classroom when the teacher asks forclassroom when the teacher asks for

those same explanations.those same explanations.

If your first-grader is struggling withIf your first-grader is struggling with

the new math standards, talk with his orthe new math standards, talk with his or
her teacher first. You then might wanther teacher first. You then might want

to seek outside resources to help yourto seek outside resources to help your

child. Several online resources providechild. Several online resources provide

math help, including worksheets andmath help, including worksheets and

sample tests that conform to Commonsample tests that conform to Common

Core standards. Tutoring might be anCore standards. Tutoring might be an

option you consider as well. Innovativeoption you consider as well. Innovative

iPad-based math programs have emergediPad-based math programs have emerged

that combine the personalized approachthat combine the personalized approach

of a tutor with today’s technology. Thisof a tutor with today’s technology. This

revolutionary approach also may featurerevolutionary approach also may feature

a curriculum based on Common Core,a curriculum based on Common Core,

thus ensuring your child’s learning atthus ensuring your child’s learning at

home is aligned with what he or home is aligned with what he or she isshe is

learning at school.learning at school.

1515
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7 + 5 + 87 + 5 + 8

Select the number sentence that is the same as 8 plus 4Select the number sentence that is the same as 8 plus 4

A) 8 + 4A) 8 + 4

B) 8 − 4B) 8 − 4

C) 8 + 8C) 8 + 8

D) 4 + 4D) 4 + 4

Megan bought 5 ice cream cones and Megan bought 5 ice cream cones and 4 ice cream bars. How many total i4 ice cream bars. How many total ice creams did Megan buy?ce creams did Megan buy?

Choose the sign which makes the equation tChoose the sign which makes the equation truerue

10 ___ 6 = 410 ___ 6 = 4
A) +A) +

B) −B) −

C) =C) =

Select the image that Select the image that shows the commutative property forshows the commutative property for

A) A) B) B) C)C)

An artist painted 5 An artist painted 5 pictures on Tuesdaypictures on Tuesday, 3 on Thursday and 9 , 3 on Thursday and 9 on Saturday. How many pictures did he paint?on Saturday. How many pictures did he paint?

Alice bought 13 bulbs. She gave 5 away Alice bought 13 bulbs. She gave 5 away to her friend. How many bulbs does to her friend. How many bulbs does Alice have now?Alice have now?

Find the missing numbersFind the missing numbers

5 + 5 + 4 = 10 + _ = _5 + 5 + 4 = 10 + _ = _

Use the given equation to nd Use the given equation to nd the missing numbersthe missing numbers

3 + 5 = 83 + 5 = 8

8 − _ = 58 − _ = 5

8 − _ = 38 − _ = 3

Is this equation true or false?Is this equation true or false?

3 − 1 = 4 − 23 − 1 = 4 − 2

A) TrueA) True

B) FalseB) False

Operations and Algebraic ThinkingOperations and Algebraic Thinking

1616
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Number Operations in Base 10Number Operations in Base 10

1717

Select the number word for the Select the number word for the numbernumber

A) A) Thirty Thirty three three B) B) Twenty Twenty nine nine C) C) Twenty Twenty two two D) D) ThreeThree

Enter the previous 4 numbersEnter the previous 4 numbers

49, _, _, _, _49, _, _, _, _

58 = _ tens + _ ones58 = _ tens + _ ones

Select the images which represent 41Select the images which represent 41

A) B) C)A) B) C)

Count the number of cupsCount the number of cups

How many tens are in 73?How many tens are in 73?

Select the number name Select the number name which represents the number of blocks shownwhich represents the number of blocks shown

A) A) Thirty Thirty three three B) B) Forty Forty one one C) C) Nineteen Nineteen D) D) Forty Forty eighteight

Find the missing numberFind the missing number

7 tens 7 tens - 2 - 2 tens = tens = _ _ tenstens

Fill in the missing numbersFill in the missing numbers

20, 30, 40, _, _, 7020, 30, 40, _, _, 70

Jack’s house has 30 lights. IJack’s house has 30 lights. If 10 of them f 10 of them are not working, how many lights are working?are not working, how many lights are working?
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MeasuremeMeasurement and nt and DataData

Select the lightest one.Select the lightest one.

A) A) B) B) C)C)

1818

Megan’s pencil is longer than Andy’s pencil.Megan’s pencil is longer than Andy’s pencil.
Andy’s pencil is longer than John’s pencil. WhoseAndy’s pencil is longer than John’s pencil. Whose
pencil is the longest?pencil is the longest?

A) MeganA) Megan

B) AndyB) Andy

C) JohnC) John

D) Can’t sayD) Can’t say

How many paper clips equal the length of theHow many paper clips equal the length of the
ag?ag?

Ria’s school starts at half past eight. Enter theRia’s school starts at half past eight. Enter the
answer in hh:mm format.answer in hh:mm format.

Enter the answer in hh:mm format. In Enter the answer in hh:mm format. In an oce,an oce,

lunch time is at lunch time is at half past twelve.half past twelve.

John’s Math class is half hour long. It John’s Math class is half hour long. It starts atstarts at
11:00 am. At what time will his class end?11:00 am. At what time will his class end?

Count the total number of cCount the total number of cupcakesupcakes

Susan went to the market and bought the itemsSusan went to the market and bought the items
shown below.shown below.

How many total items did How many total items did she buy on Monday?she buy on Monday?

Kate counted the dierent birds in a Kate counted the dierent birds in a gardengarden
during dierent weeks and noted down herduring dierent weeks and noted down her
observations.observations.

In which week did she observe the In which week did she observe the least numberleast number
of birds?of birds?

A) A) Week Week 1 1 B) B) Week Week 2 2 C) C) Week Week 33

A baker sells the A baker sells the following over the weekend.following over the weekend.

How many ice cream cones did he sell over theHow many ice cream cones did he sell over the
weekend?weekend?
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GeometryGeometry

The shape shown isThe shape shown is

A) OpenA) Open

B) ClosedB) Closed

C) Both open and closedC) Both open and closed

How many straight lines does the image have?How many straight lines does the image have?

Select the odd one outSelect the odd one out

A) B)A) B)

C) D)C) D)

Select all images that are closed and have at least 4Select all images that are closed and have at least 4
verticesvertices

A) B)A) B)

C) D)C) D)

I have no at faces and when you look I have no at faces and when you look at an orange,at an orange,
you will remember me. What shape am I?you will remember me. What shape am I?

A) A) B) B) C)C)

1919

Select all the shapes you can nd in the imageSelect all the shapes you can nd in the image

A) CircleA) Circle

B) RectangleB) Rectangle

C) PentagonC) Pentagon

D) OctagonD) Octagon

Identify all the shapes in the given imageIdentify all the shapes in the given image

A) TrapezoidA) Trapezoid

B) CircleB) Circle

C) SquareC) Square

D) TriangleD) Triangle

Select the shapes that you can make with 4Select the shapes that you can make with 4
triangles.triangles.

A) B)A) B)

C)C)

  

How many parts is this shape divided How many parts is this shape divided into?into?

Select all images that represent half a rectangle.Select all images that represent half a rectangle.

A) B)A) B)

C)C)
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Answer KeyAnswer Key

Operations and Algebraic Thinking Operations and Algebraic Thinking 

1. 201. 20

2. A)2. A)

3. 3. 99

4. A)4. A)

5. B)5. B)

6. 176. 17

7. 7. 88

8. 8. 4, 4, 1414

9. 9. 3, 3, 55

10. A)10. A)

Number Operations in Base 10 Number Operations in Base 10 

1. B)1. B)

2. 2. 48, 48, 47, 47, 46, 46, 4545

3. 3. 5, 5, 88

4. 4. A), A), B), B), C)C)

5. 315. 31

6. 6. 77

7. B)7. B)

8. 8. 55

9. 9. 50, 50, 6060

10. 2010. 20

Measurement and Data Measurement and Data 

1. A)1. A)

2. A)2. A)

3. 3. 44

4. 8:304. 8:30

5. 12:305. 12:30

6. 11:30am6. 11:30am

7. 177. 17

8. 8. 99

9. B)9. B)
10. 3110. 31

Geometry Geometry 

1. A)1. A)

2. 2. 55

3. A)3. A)

4. 4. A), A), C)C)

5. A)5. A)

6. 6. A), A), B)B)

7. 7. C), C), D)D)

8. 8. A), A), B)B)

9. 9. 55
10. A)10. A)
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